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this video is so perfect for mid-summer, it makes you believe that anything is possible. and with love yourself, bieber proves hes a skilled director as well as a skilled songwriter. i love how he
takes the crowd into the middle of the dancefloor. this is just a great example of how he perfects the dancefloor moments in his music videos and how he loves to keep us in the moment. this is
just such an iconic music video for me. this song is the perfect soundtrack for a first date. its got a bouncy bassline, a breathy vocal hook, and some lyrical pandering. all in all, the combination
of the syncopated song and the groovy bassline make this a super slick listen. theres also a songwriter on there who has gotten sick of him. its about time justin bieber got a little backlash and
he finally does it with this song. dont let its lackluster lyrics fool you, this is one of biebers best songs and we all know its about time bieber did something to piss off a songwriter. i know this is

probably a classic, but it will never be old-school. i just cant get over this song. it kicks off with this beautiful, sighing vocal that just makes you want to dance. its like the soundtrack to a
romantic comedy. this song can make me cry. i think that its just a gorgeous song, and the first time i heard it i was like, wow! i really cant believe justin bieber made a song like this. its not
that im against pop music, but i usually cant stand songs with that stupid, sing-songy vocal style. this song is just so refreshing. its one of the songs that i just cant stop listening to. its a love

song that does not feel insincere. its so real and honest, and the songwriting is fantastic. its like the queen of pop herself singing to her man.
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despite a tumultuous couple years, bieber is back with a bang. this time around, the singer isn almost entirely self-
produced. he has a massive team of people to support him, with mixing and mastering by legendary mixer marc

rechsteiner, and a songwriting credit from a number of people. interscope records executive kuk harrell is credited as co-
writer of a song, so its hard to say exactly how many people are involved in the production of this album. there is plenty of
more vocal-driven songs, and while he may have lost some of the power that made him a superstar, the new album serves
as a major comeback for the singer. he takes the songs that worked well for him and builds on it, turning them into a more
cohesive and mature package, while also introducing some new sounds. the album opens with the lead single, sorry, which

is a song that only he could pull off. he simply plays it right back at you, with the hard-edge bass lines and the familiar
melodies. its a classic pop song, with many of the characteristics that made him famous. however, the vocals have some of

the grit and power that makes bieber one of the best vocalists in the business. its a bit of a love song, but more
importantly, its a song that is full of emotion. and thats the reason its one of the best justin bieber songs. with the lyrical

mastery of one of the most prominent genre-bending talents of our time, bieber returned with another whirlwind of a
comeback. after brown sugar as his first singles for believe (2013), he followed that up with the catchy, radio-friendly

banger sorry. thats when we knew bieber was back, and he proved it once more with this song. it reminds us why we loved
him so much in the first place; his boyish charm and silken vocals are intact, and the dancehall-tinged hooks and

production make it a pretty classic. i just hope he can avoid this song on on the floor (2017). 5ec8ef588b
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